Abstract. Improving linked-lists for neighbor finding with the use of tree search algorithms is proposed here, aiming to cope with highly non-uniform resolution simulations employing a meshless method. The new procedure, coined Quadtree Cells Grid, has been implemented in Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH). The SPH scheme employed is adaptive, thus allowing for particle refinement in desired regions of the flow. Owing to the wide range of coexisting particle mass levels, standard linkedlist neighbor search algorithms become ineffective. Hence, an alternative is found based on the use of hierarchical data structures, using quadtrees (in 2D problems). The present algorithm exploits the advantages of both linked-lists and quadtree methods with the goal of increasing computational efficiency, when dealing with highly non-uniform particle distributions. Test cases involving two distinct flow problems have demonstrated that the computational cost of the current adaptive neighbor finding algorithm scales linearly with the total number of particles, thus retrieving this characteristic of linked-lists in uniform grid search. Nevertheless, the memory usage increased as a result of the more complex data structure.
Introduction
The particle-based method known as Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) [1] has seen a major increase in its range of applications along the past two decades [2, 3] . Briefly, this method typically uses an isotropic smoothing function to calculate field values, and particles carry media and flow data as these evolve according to Lagrangian governing equations. As a rule, the larger number of calculating particles required by more accurate simulations leads to increased computational cost. In the case of SPH, the number of particles demanded to achieve a desired quality of the solution may be reduced by using a variable-mass distribution of particles [4] [5] [6] . This strategy becomes especially important when considering engineering problems with truncated boundaries, where different spatial resolutions must be employed to deal with complex and/or moving geometries, such as in the cases of fluid flow through porous media [7] and fluid-structure interaction [8] .
Whether uniformly distributed or not, and irrespectively of the criterion chosen for particle splitting or merging (dynamic or regional), a list of neighboring particles must be created for each field particle, to be used in the calculation of the various terms in the equations to be solved. The three main Nearest Neighboring Particle Search (NNPS) algorithms used for that purpose are as follows: all-pair (direct), linked-list (uniform grid) and tree (quadtree in 2D or octree in 3D) [1] .
The all-pair search is the simplest but also the most inefficient NNPS algorithm. For a given particle i (i = 1,··· , N) , where N is the total number of particles in the domain, the distance to all other j (j=1,··· , N) particles is firstly inspected and only those falling inside a prescribed cut-off radius (the kernel compact support of SPH) will be considered in the next steps for interaction calculations. It is easy to show that the computational effort in this method is of order O(N 2 ), thus exposing the ineffectiveness of the algorithm.
In the uniform grid (linked-list) search, the domain is divided into an equally spaced mesh, which has the width of the kernel support in SPH. Subsequently, particles inside each mesh cell are found and, by arranging the particle array based on cell number, NNPS is performed. In this algorithm the search is only performed over the 3, 9 or 27 cells (in 1D, 2D or 3D, respectively) surrounding the target particle cell [1, 9] . The computational effort is therefore reduced to the order O(N), which represents a significant improvement with respect to the method previously described. However, the same performance cannot be obtained using this method in SPH simulations containing particles with variable kernel smoothing lengths (i.e., non-uniform or adaptive SPH). As the level of adaptivity increases, the corresponding computational cost becomes exceedingly high. Hence, aiming to optimize this method for adaptive resolution simulations, an improved algorithm for linked-list neighbor search in single-CPU calculations has been implemented in the latest version of HAdynaSPH [4, 10, 11 ], as will be described in this paper.
Hierarchical data structures are particularly useful for the intended purpose because of their ability to focus on the interesting subsets of the data. Quadtree (in 2D and octree in 3D) is a hierarchical data structure based on the principle of recursive decomposition [12, 13] . It has been used for the representation of data used for applications in image processing, computer graphics, geographic information systems, and robotics. In the field of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), such structures are specially suitable to deal with adaptive resolution techniques [14] [15] [16] [17] . The advantage in the use of the quadtree grids lies in the fact that those grids can be generated automatically, and managed dynamically based on certain criteria, without requiring complex algorithms [14] [15] [16] 18] . For example, quadtree grids have been exploited in Lattice-Boltzmann simulations to achieve maximum accuracy for a given CPU time, as well as to optimize memory usage in adaptive resolution algorithms [17, 19, 20] . In all these studies, the division of calculation cells is performed by setting a local criterion, either flow-or spatially-based.
Tree search methods have shown to work well in simulations with particles of variable size. The computational effort involved in this NNPS method is of order O(Nlog N), which is nevertheless higher than that for uniform grid (linked-list) schemes. Xia and Liang [21] have tested quadtree algorithms aiming to speed up SPH calculations of the shallow water equations employing GPUs. In this investigation it has been shown that, compared to the commonly used uniform grid search method, quadtree neighbor searching may allow significant reductions in redundant computations when searching for neighbor particles. However, in some of the studied test cases no improvement was obtained. Awile et al. [22] proposed a NNPS algorithm for general adaptive particle methods, where particles are sorted based on smoothing length and spatial position. Their method showed advantages over conventional schemes (e.g., linked-list) for wide range of adaptive resolutions, as long as coupled with Verlet lists [23] . The computational effort involved without the use of Verlet lists has shown to be higher than that required by both tree and uniform grid search algorithms.
In the present work, a new variant of NNPS is introduced for use in adaptive SPH by retaining some of the features of both uniform grid (linked-list) and tree search algorithms. The proposed methodology reduces to the uniform grid algorithm in simulations with uniform particle resolution, whereas in variable particle mass calculations it allows for remarkable improvements in computational efficiency. These studies have been performed employing the Incompressible SPH (ISPH) method with dynamic adaptivity of HAdynaSPH [4, 6, 10] . The performance of NNPS when various levels of particle mass coexist in SPH is analyzed, comparing the computational cost required by the use of the uniform grid (linked-list) algorithm versus the Quadtree Cells Grid (QCG) method proposed here. This improved algorithm is aimed solely at reducing the computational effort of linked-lists, as it was specially designed to retrieve a cost of order O(N) in NNPS of adaptive SPH simulations on single-CPU calculations without changing the physical modeling of the problem. Hence, as long as the same spatial resolution is employed, no changes on the flow solution are observed, as shown in this study for incompressible flows past a circular cylinder and a plunging NACA0012 airfoil placed in a free stream. For discussions on stability, consistency, conservation and convergence characteristics [24] of the numerical scheme for the physical modeling employed in HAdynaSPH the reader is referred to previous work [4, 6, 25, 26] . All the results reported herein have been obtained on a desktop machine equipped with an Intel Core i7-2600K @ 3.4 GHz quad-core CPU. The HAdynaSPH package has been developed in FORTRAN for double precision calculations and compiled with Intel Fortran Composer XE v12.1 for Linux on a single core.
NNPS algorithms
In the case of CFD, the Lagrangian Navier-Stokes equations are solved for each SPH particle representing a parcel of fluid [1] . Such particles are thus moving entities, carrying fluid and flow information, which is obtained at each time instant from discretized volume integration summations over the particles inside their compact support. The radius of this subdomain depends on a weighting function, often referred to in SPH as the kernel function. As particles generally move independently of each other within the flow domain, their neighbor particles change from one time iteration to the other. Hence, an efficient NNPS algorithm is crucial in high-resolution SPH calculations. Some researchers [27, 28] have suggested that the neighbor list may be kept unchanged for several time steps of the simulations by simply using a larger subdomain volume. However, this procedure also requires the allocation of larger arrays to store the information, and it leads to calculation errors in rapidly changing flows when variable resolution is employed.
Each and every particle in the HAdynaSPH package is tagged as either Fluid (F), Buffer (O, for Open boundaries), Edge (E), Image (B, for solid Boundary particles) or Solid (S, in two-phase flows). These particles are parts of a linked-list data type, under their corresponding zone with F, O, E, B or S assignment, as depicted in Fig. 1 . Each zonal and particle data structure carries physical and numerical entities needed during the simulations, such as mass, density, position. Linked-list information, namely the particle that comes after and before the current one, is also available there, as seen in Fig. 1 . The underlying cells in the proposed NNPS algorithm have a linked-list of POINTERs to the particles contained therein. In the following subsections, standard FORTRAN syntax, wherever applicable, is used to define the variables.
Uniform grid (linked-list)
When using this search method, a coarse mesh with the cell size equal to the compact support radius is superimposed to the particle-filled domain. Each particle and grid cell are given unique index numbers, which do not change during the simulation. For each row of the particle index array, the cell index is saved and subsequently this array is sorted by cell number to optimize the neighbor finding search [21, 28] . This sorting is often addressed via Hashing, but it is not applied here due to the use of a different arrangement, as will be discussed below. In the HAdynaSPH package, equally spaced cells are ordered based on z, x and then y directions, as shown in Fig. 2a . This creates N gr =Grid x ×Grid y ×Grid z cells in the domain, where the array Grid contains the number of cells in each of those directions. The procedure takes advantage of the interaction symmetry, i.e., if a particle i is found in the vicinity of particle j, vice-versa is also true. Bearing this in mind, each cell has only 5 neighboring cells in 2D problems, rather than the classical 9 neighbors (in 3D problems, 14 neighbors would be considered instead of 27). Traditional and presently used neighboring arrangements are illustrated in Fig. 2b -c, Figure 1 : Illustration of zone and particle data structure for a linked-list in a generic Zone (1) .
by choosing cell #16 as an example.
The neighbor list of cells is created following Algorithm 1. This is carried out only once, in the beginning of the simulation, as the number of cells and arrangement of the grid do not change during the calculation. Based on the ordering directions defined earlier, a unique spatial record of each cell with index g is saved in dim. The various properties of particles and cells are hereinafter addressed using the standard FORTRAN Subsequently, the position vector of each particle is divided by the size of the cell in each direction. Eq. (2.1) is used to calculate the index of the containing cell, as follows:
where particle pos and cell size denote arrays containing the spatial position of the particle and the cell dimensions, respectively. The target particles are added at the end of the linked-list created for each cell and specific type of particle (F, O, E, B or S, as referenced earlier). This data structure is shown in Fig. 3 . Each linked-list contains connections to the first, next and the final entry of the list, which are used to traverse it. For each structure, a NULL first record signifies the inexistence of that particle type in the specific cell. These chain-like data types are created to simplify the process of adding and removing entities from the linked-list [29] . Solid wall boundary treatments are carried out in HAdynaSPH employing the SBA algorithm [10] . The procedure initially involves finding the closest E particle to each of the F/O particles. In general, the ratio of the number of F/O particles to the number of E particles is high, thus finding the closest edge particle becomes computationally expensive. This search has been optimized by placing F/O and E particles inside the cells using Eq. (2.1). Once the grid information is compiled by filling the POINTERs of % f par, %O par and %E par, a linked-list of cells is constructed by pointing to grid nodes encircling fluid particles and a neighboring cell with Edge attribute. Considering Fig. 2 , if at least one F/O particle exists in cell #23 and one E particle exists in cell #29, the data structure depicted in Fig. 4 produces an entry to the Edge finding list as follows: list E%i => #23, list E%j => #29, list E%next => NULL(). By traversing this list one may find the Fluid/Open boundary particles in vicinity of an edge. Following these initial steps, B particles are created [10] , and these are added to their corresponding cells using Eq. (2.1) and the scheme described earlier.
In SPH calculations, particle interactions must be found for F-F, F-O and F-B (and also for F-S in the case of two-way coupling in multiphase flow). The underlying optimization concept is similar to that of edge particle finding. Also based on the interaction type, a linked-list of F-containing cells, which includes a POINTER to the neighbor cell encircling any of the aforementioned types of particles, is made. This linked-list is looped over the cells, with an inner loop over the particles contained in each cell, thus inspecting the particles in the pointed cell to find all the interactions. The specific interaction cell list and overall particle interaction finding steps are shown in Fig. 4 .
Step 1 consists in placing each particle at the end of the respective linked-list type in the containing cell. This is followed by Step 2, where the interaction finding is firstly optimized by sorting the cells and their neighbors based on the particles they contain. Particle interaction are found and saved at each iteration by looping inside the list linked-lists, as described in Step 3. Traversing the linked-list throughout HAdynaSPH is done using standard FORTRAN implementations [29] .
Nevertheless, even after all these improvements, this method proved not to be adequate for variable-resolution SPH simulations due to the excessive computational cost of the NNPS. Hence, a new procedure retaining some of the features of uniform grid (linked-list), but making extensive use of tree search algorithms, is proposed next.
Quadtree Cells Grid (QCG)
Uniform grid algorithms are known to be a suboptimal strategy for handling the requirements of variable resolution, and their application to SPH does not make an exception. This is illustrated here based on Fig. 5 , where the particle arrangement around a NACA0012 airfoil is shown. For example, using a quintic kernel and setting the ratio of the kernel smoothing length to the initial particle spacing to the (usual) value of 1.3, one may expect approximately 16 uniformly-distributed particles (of mass level = 1) in each cell (Fig. 5a ). However, as each of the original particles is split into 4 smaller ones in a regional refinement procedure [4] , one would find approximately 64 particles of the next mass level (mass level = 2) in the same cell. Further, if these particles themselves split into a higher level following the same scheme, approximately 256 calculating nodes (of mass level = 3) would result in that region, and so on. This splitting pattern is shown in Fig. 5b , where the largest axis of the airfoil chord C is used as length scale. As the number of particle mass levels increases, the uniform grid (linked-list) NNPS diverges from being optimal.
One of the possible ways to optimize the NNPS in variable-resolution calculations is via tree-search algorithms [1] , in particular using quadtree (2D) or octree (3D) data structures. In these, particles are firstly sorted in a hierarchical tree. This tree is constructed with the whole computational domain forming its main root. The root is divided into 4 daughter cells in 2D problems (or by 8, in 3D problems), which may contain more than one particle. This division process is carried out, and repeated for all the cells encompassing more than one particle until each one contains no more than one particle. In other words, the branch splitting is performed until the leaves on the tree correspond to individual particles. The result of such process for a typical particle field is depicted in Fig. 6 . Unlike the uniform grid searching method, particles in tree methods are sorted by space-filling curves or z-indexing. This way, particles spatially near each other are also placed close to each other in memory [21] . After building a tree, such as the one shown in Fig. 6b , the neighbors are found by traversing the tree through desired paths. These paths are chosen by verifying if the cells are overlapping with a square enclosing the target particle (shaded area around particle #8 in Fig. 6a ). The aforementioned condition must be met until the search reaches the leaf of the tree containing a single particle, so that it may be considered as a neighbor of the target particle. For additional details on this search algorithm the readers are referred to the work of Xia and Liang [21] . One should emphasize that the computational effort of this method is of order O(Nlog N), and even in the implementation of Awile et al. [22] it is of order O(max level Nlog N), where max level denotes the maximum number of coexisting mass level . Hence, retrieving the computational cost of linked-list in uniform grids, i.e., O(N), is increasingly beneficial as the number of particles (or calculation nodes) grows.
In the variable-resolution method implemented in the HAdynaSPH package, a quadtree is created for the foregoing grid instead of building a tree based on the particles. This has been done with the specific objective of achieving a computational effort of order O(N) in the NNPS. Hence, one should not misunderstand the proposed procedure with a tree search method, as the underlying concepts of the proposed algorithm are still linkedlist alike. During the process of particle placement in the cells, the mass levels of particles and the cells are compared. If the particle mass level is larger than that of the target cell, that cell is tagged for splitting and it will be added to the end of split grid list to be divided in the next flow calculation iteration. This linked-list contains POINTERs to those cells that need to be split at the end of current time step. The physical domain, which encompasses also the boundaries and extended regions in case of free-surface flows, is firstly divided into an initial uniform grid (as shown in Fig. 5 ) with the value of mass level = 1 assigned to each one of its cells. After a prescribed number of iterations (every 10 time steps in the present study), the code loops over split grid list to split the tagged cells (g in Algorithm 2). In the 2D problem illustrated in Algorithm 2, each parent cell is divided into four daughter cells with their unique spatial index (%dim) for the new mass level . As these smaller cells contain smaller particles, their mass level is increased by one unity and their splitting condition is set to FALSE.
Algorithm 2. Grid cell splitting using QCG. For the sake of simplicity only a 2D problem is illustrated, but the same concept applies to 3D problems as well. Note also that the standard FORTRAN symbol => indicates that a POINTER variable is used to store the memory location of another variable.
Allocate g%Daughter(2,2) (a two-by-two cell array for the number of daughter cells)
After the completion of Algorithm 2, the neighbor list of the new (smaller) daughter cells must be assigned. It must be noted that contrary to the uniform grid algorithm described in the previous subsection, and for reasons that will be discussed later, each cell in the initial uniform grid has again 9 neighbor cells (Fig. 2b) instead of 5. The steps on how the daughter cell neighbor list is created and updated are illustrated in Algorithm 3. The search is limited to the neighbors of its parent cell, as the daughters neighbor cells cannot lay beyond those cells. This algorithm has been assembled in two main sections: Part 1 assigns the neighbor list for the recently created daughter cells (g1); Part 2 updates the neighbor list of daughter cells (g3) holding a mass level equal to that of g1. These cells have been split in previous time steps and are children of the cells in the neighborhood of cell g (the parent of g1).
Algorithm 3. Daughter cell neighbor list creation and update using QCG.
If all the values in dg are either -1, 0 or 1 Add g3 to the end of neighbor list of g1(g1%ng) 
If all the values in dg are either −1, 0 or 1 Add g1 to the end of neighbor list of g3(g3%ng)
Remove g from the neighbor list of g3(g3%ng) Fig. 7a shows a schematic of the grid where the split cells are marked using dashed lines. In turn, Fig. 7b illustrates the tree structures for the split cells in Fig. 7a . As mentioned in Section 2.1, the array Grid contains the number of cells in each of the x, y or z directions. In the proposed QCG algorithm, and contrasting to its uniform grid counterpart, the Grid array is defined per each mass l evel , thus producing the cell indices shown in Fig. 7b as explained next. This Grid mass level contains the maximum possible of cells that may exist for a specified mass level . Each mass level has its corresponding Grid mass level with values given by the dimension of its previous level in each direction multiplied by two, as each parent cell breaks into a 2-by-2 grid in 2D problems. Taking the example in Fig. 7 , Grid (1) (e.g., for mass level =1) takes the values (4,4), whereas Grid (2) takes the values (8, 8) , despite the fact that at the instant shown in the figure not all of those smaller cells exist. In a general adaptive simulation one might never reach that number of cells for a known mass level , and these values only denote the upper limits. After making available the array Grid mass level , Eq. (2.2) is used to determine the cell index, as follows: (2), (2.2) where INDEX is the cell number shown in Fig. 7b . Taking again the 2D problem illustrated in Fig. 7 , for mass level =1 and g%dim = (3,2) the value of INDEX is 10, whereas for mass level = 3 and g%dim = (7,6) it takes the value of 102. Contrary to tree search schemes previously used in SPH [21] , where only one particle is placed per leaf of the tree, the cells in this improved linked-list method (the present QCG algorithm) contain more than one particle, as the branches are in fact constructed to reduce the search area for the pairfinding. It must be noted that the arrangement in Fig. 7 is independent of the particle arrangement itself, as far as small particles exist in smaller cells. In addition, the spatial index of each cell starts from 1 for each mass level and it is indeed unique within a specific mass level, but the same cell index may eventually exist within the whole domain for a different mass level . Hence, each cell is identified by both the mass level and its unique spatial index within that mass level . Hereinafter, a particular cell g will be referred to as #INDEX mass level .
As mentioned earlier, the first part of Algorithm 3 is assigning the neighbor list of daughter cells (g1) created from any cell g. Initially, the neighbor cells of g are looped over to check whether the mass level of such cells is equal to that of g. This part of the algorithm was designed to ensure that the cells find their neighbors characterized by a size equal or one level above that of themselves. Upon passing this check, there are two sub-sections where the neighbor list of g1 is created. If g2 (i.e., the neighbor of g) has daughters, it must be verified whether such cells are the neighbors of g1, following Part 1.1 of the algorithm. Once more as illustrated in Fig. 7 , for g1 = #44 2 under g = #10 1 , Algorithm 3 (Part 1.1) goes through g2=#11 1 , and assigns g3=#37 2 and #45 2 as neighbors of g1 = #44 2 . Also, for g2 = #14 1 , daughter cells of g3 = #51 2 and #52 2 are considered as neighbors of g1 = #44 2 . On the other hand, Part 1.2 of the algorithm checks for the neighbors of g, namely g2, that do not have any daughters. Let us assume that g2 has been split and each of these imaginary daughters has dimensions calculated as Fake dim. If any of these fake daughters could be considered as neighbors of g1, then g2 would be added to the neighbor list of g1. For instance, for g1 = #44 2 in Fig. 4 , g2 = #15 1 with g%dim = (4,3) would be in the neighbor list.
The neighbors of recently split cells are assigned using, again, Part 1 of the algorithm. However, the neighbor list of the daughter cells that have been split in the previous iterations of the flow calculations needs to be updated for the new daughters to be considered. This is carried out using Part 2 of Algorithm 3, and the procedure is explained for the previously split cell g2 = #11 1 , as sketched in solid lines in Fig. 7a . Prior to this, some of the daughters of g2, for example g3 = #45 2 with m = 2 and n = 1 in Algorithm 3, would have g=#10 1 in their neighbor list (g4). However, as g had been split in the current iteration of the flow calculations, the neighbor list of g3 must be updated to contain the g%Daughter instead of g. By looping over the neighbors of g that have not been split at the current time-step (g2), one finds the daughters (g3) of such cells that have g as their neighbor. Once those cells have been found, it must be checked whether g%Daughter are in the vicinity of g3. Then, these new cells are added and g is removed from the neighbor list of g3. Hence, following the steps above in Part 2 of Algorithm 3, g1 = #36 2 and #44 2 (i.e. the daughters of g = #10 1 ) would be added, while their parent g = #10 1 would be removed from the list of g3 = #45 2 .
It was also mentioned earlier that cells in linked-list are split after being tagged during the particle placement in the cells. However, the particle arrangement becomes much more complicated once dealing with variable resolution and, therefore, particle placement in the cells could not be done by simply using Eq. (2.1). Hence, in the present method, the particles are placed in the cells following Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4.
Particle placement in cells using QCG. Here only F particles are considered as an example. The same algorithm is applied to other types of particles. The fluid containing property in the present example is saved in f sel f for each cell.
Do F = Zone (1) In Section 2.1 it was explained that linked lists of cells are constructed for each and every type of SPH particle interactions. Subsequently, these structures are used to find all the interactions. Based on Algorithm 4, particles are placed in the cells of the same mass level . So, if by traversing down the quadtree of the cells one reaches a cell that has a lower mass level than the target particle, this cell is tagged to be split at the end of this iteration. Here, interactions between particles of various mass level need also to be considered, as even a cell without daughters may have particles with a higher mass level . Generally, the particle placed in a cell goes through the NNPS for all the particles placed in the neighbor cell and all its subsequent daughters. Using again Fig. 7 , cell #10 1 sees cell #6 1 and both of them are characterized by mass level = 1. Note that the cell #6 2 , as a Daughter of cell #3 1 , is different from the cell used in the current example and is not seen by cell #10 1 . For this situation, the large particles in cell #10 1 must check all the particles placed in cell #6 1 and the smaller cells created from it, i.e., dead-end cells such as #20 2 , #28 2 and smaller ones such as #101 3 , #118 3 , among others. The same concept applies also when dealing with cell #35 2 . This cell is a neighbor of cell #27 2 , which has the same size, and apart from checking for the particles of this mass level , the algorithm must check for the particles placed in higher mass level cells created from cell #27 2 as well. Another example can be given using cell #20 2 , which has cell #13 2 as a neighbor. Particles in cell #20 2 must check all the particles in cell #13 2 and all the levels below it, no matter the depth. Hence, each cell has a linked-list of neighbor cells even if particles do not exist inside those cells, and particles in each cell must loop over those neighbor cells to check if the particles that may be inside these are contained within their computational compact support.
Implementation results
Fluid flow simulations were conducted here with the sole objective of assessing the performance of the proposed implementation for NNPS in adaptive SPH, rather than to improve any flow solution, as the numerical accuracy and convergence of the SPH method used has been demonstrated elsewhere [4, 6, 10, 11] . All the simulations described herein were carried out using HADynaSPH [4, 11] , applying a Wendland C6 kernel [30] with a ratio of the smoothing length to the initial particle spacing of 1.95, thus making the compact support 3.9 times larger than the particle spacing. This combination results, on average, in 44 particles inside the compact support.
Steady flow around a circular cylinder
The QCG algorithm was tested in the steady flow over a circular cylinder placed in a free-stream [31] [32] [33] [34] , at a Reynolds number Re = 20. The cylinder is placed at the center of a 20D×20D domain, where the characteristic length D is the diameter of the solid body. Flow simulation data have been nondimensionalized using the diameter D and the free-stream velocity U ∞ . Aiming to illustrate the advantages of the use of the QCG algorithm, adaptive particle refinement has been applied in ISPH to place the calculated values of (total) drag coefficient C d and angle of separation θ s within the limits given by previous numerical [31, 32] and experimental [33] investigations. By considering a computational domain as large as the one used here, a uniform distribution of particles corresponding to a relatively high resolution D/80 would create more than 2.5 million particles. This simulation would be computationally very expensive and, clearly, such a high spatial resolution is not required in the far-field. The characteristics of the present test simulations and the resolutions employed, in both uniform and adaptive particle arrangements, are shown in Table 1 .
The initial number of particles in the computational domain is indicated in Table 1 for each case. As the flow has open boundaries all around in order to simulate the freestream, the number of particles in the domain varies only slightly during a simulation due to small imbalances in the instantaneous flow rate, even when using the uniform particle arrangement. Concerning the adaptive procedure, splitting the particles as these enter prescribed regions of the flow produces a large rise in the number of particles. The benchmark flow data for the present test case are listed in Table 2 for various studies, both experimental and numerical. The results of the present simulations reported in Table 1 confirm the convergence of C d to the range of values given in Table 2 as the particle resolution is increased. It must also be mentioned that the aforementioned parameter was calculated at the simulation time T sim = 5, for which all the SPH simulations had converged.
The data presented in Table 1 demonstrated the independency of the drag coefficient for the simulations with particle resolutions finer than D/20. The convergence to an accurate flow solution can be observed in a detailed data comparison made against the Fig. 8a . A direct data comparison at Re = 20 was nevertheless possible regarding nondimensional vorticity ω in Fig. 8b . Minor discrepancies found at some values of the angle θ defining the position along the edge of the circular cylinder may be attributed to a small effect of blockage, despite the choice of the lowest available value in the data set [36] . In all the simulations performed here employing the adaptive arrangement, the base resolution (i.e., the particle resolution far from the object) was D/5. This coarse resolution was then increased using regional criteria. Such regions were defined as ellipses in the present simulations and finer resolutions were naturally employed near the object. Fig. 9 portrays the initial particle arrangement for the whole computational domain, as well as in vicinity of the circular cylinder (inset), for the simulation cases H and M.
The QCG algorithm has been introduced to improve the computational cost of the SPH simulations employing variable-mass particle distributions. The total CPU-time (including all operations) required for the test cases in Table 1 to achieve 1000 time iterations is shown in Fig. 10a . Looking only at the low-resolution simulations (test cases D and I, or E and J), it can be seen that the use of the QCG algorithm leads to a slightly higher computational cost than the linked-list due to the extra operations, as detailed in Section 2.2. However, as the number of coexisting mass level increases (leading also to a larger number of particles), the superiority of the QCG algorithm becomes evident. Namely, for the adaptive simulations employing the finest particle resolution (test cases H and M), the use of the QCG algorithm in NNPS reduces the total CPU-time by a factor of 2.73 with respect to the use of the linked-list.
The values of total CPU-time (including all operations) corresponding to the reference flow time T sim = 5 are shown in Fig. 10b also for the test cases in Table 1 . However, depending on the particle resolution, the number of iterations it took the simulations to reach T sim =5 differs. For example, those with the finest resolution up to D/20 only (cases C, F and K) reached the foregoing time instant in less than 1000 iterations, but even for this moderate resolution the advantage of using the QCG algorithm for the adaptive particle arrangements is already noticeable. Drastic increases in such benefits are nevertheless obtained for the finest resolutions up to D/40 and D/80 (cases G and L, and H and M, respectively), though the simulation time grows significantly in those simulations, as expected due to (mainly) the larger number of particle interactions.
It was demonstrated that significant reductions in the total computational time required by adaptive SPH simulations may be achieved with the use of the QCG algorithm. However, it must be emphasized that most of the computational effort in ISPH simulations is on account of the iterative solver. Often, the calculation time for these solvers does not scale up linearly, thus biasing the analysis of the results in Fig. 10 concerning the mere performance of the NNPS algorithms. This issue may be assessed in detail in Fig. 11a , which shows the average calculation time per iteration to reach the first 1000 iterations for the various operations involved in the ISPH method, namely: a predictor step, in which particles are advanced to an intermediate position, and a velocity (u * ) is calculated based on the governing equations; the solution of a Pressure Poisson Equation (PPE), using the foregoing velocity field to compute the pressure field; a corrector step, using the pressure filed to determine the final velocity of the particles (u n+1 ); and, apart from the already mentioned NNPS, a fifth contribution denoted here by others, corresponding to memory allocation and deallocation, matrix manipulation, and particle shifting. Table 1 : a) first 1000 iterations; b) required to reach T sim = 5.
The comparison in Fig. 11a reveals the dominant cost of the PPE up to a moderate number of particles. However, as the amount of coexisting mass levels increases in the simulations (depicted in Fig. 11b ), the cost of the NNPS grows dramatically, and only the use of the QCG algorithm avoids that this contribution becomes eventually the largest one in the set. The proposed algorithm ensures that the relative computational cost of NNPS with respect to components other than the PPE remains approximately constant, thus yielding that its use may be even more beneficial in fully explicit Lagrangian methods that are not limited by the computational cost of an implicit solver. The performance of the QCG algorithm in adaptive SPH is compared with that of linked-list in adaptive and uniform SPH in Fig. 12 . In Fig. 12a , slopes of order O(N) and O(N 2 ) are also shown in this figure for reference. It can be concluded that the goal of retrieving a computational effort of the NNPS of order O(N) with the QCG algorithm, similarly to that of linked-list in uniform resolution simulations, has been fully achieved. In the case of adaptive simulations using the classical linked-list algorithm, the computational effort corresponding to NNPS diverges sharply from O(N), thus making these calculations highly costly as the number of particles increase via the increment of mass level (up to 25.4 times more expensive with five coexisting mass levels, i.e. max level = 5). Contrasting with this improvement in computational cost, and due to the POINTER structures used in QCG implementation, the average memory in use per iteration more than doubled, as shown in Fig. 12b . Advancing from uniform to an adaptive implementation, the required storage would naturally increase to accommodate the extra variables required in the calculations, as the linked-list results demonstrate in Fig. 12b .
On the other hand, much less computational time was required by the QCG algorithm in an adaptive SPH simulation producing the same value of C d as a uniform simulation using the classical linked-list algorithm, due to the ten-fold reduction in the number of particles employed (see Table 1 ). These savings allow for higher particle refinement to be used in the vicinity of the object, as local features of the flow field around the circular cylinder such as the flow separation angle θ = θ s are very sensitive to spatial resolution. This is illustrated in Fig. 13 , where the flow patterns for cases A, B, C (uniform SPH) and I, J, K, L, M (adaptive SPH) are portrayed. The shaded sector inside the cylinder section provides a graphical representation of the maximum and minimum values reported in the literature for the angle of separation, as listed earlier in Table 2 . It can be seen that Figure 13 : Effect of particle resolution on the converged velocity vector pattern around a circular cylinder placed in a free-stream at Re=20. The shaded sector within the cylinder section represents the maximum and minimum values reported in the literature for the angle of separation, as listed in Table 2 .
reasonable values for θ s may be computed already using the uniform particle arrangement with a resolution of D/20 (case C), but the associated uncertainty is high. Increased accuracy may be obtained by employing the adaptive particle arrangement with higher resolutions (cases L and M), together with the QCG algorithm, for a small fraction of the computational effort that would be required by comparable uniform simulations.
Plunging NACA0012 airfoil
The steady state study is complemented here by an investigation of unsteady flow around a NACA0012 airfoil plunging vertically in a free-stream at Re = 252 [26, 37] . Examples of the application of SPH to the analysis of streamlined bodies can be found in the work of Shadloo et al. [38] . In their comprehensive investigation, the flow over a stationary airfoil at various angles of attack and Reynolds numbers was studied, eventually giving rise to the establishment of self-sustained oscillations characterized by a Strouhal number. Conversely, in the case of the plunging airfoil considered here, the streamlined body is heaving at a specified frequency rather than remaining stationary. A Strouhal number characterizing this motion, which in turn controls the dynamics of the flow, can also be formed. However, as the foregoing parameter is associated to prescribed oscillations, it bears no direct relation with its counterpart describing naturally-occurring flow oscillations.
Whereas the previous flow problem allowed a detailed comparison between the performance of the linked-list method and that of the presently proposed algorithm, this additional flow problem is aimed at a sensitivity analysis of QCG algorithm to the complexity of the particle arrangement in the presence of a moving body. The airfoil is placed horizontally at a location 10C downstream from the inflow of a computational domain of size 30C×20C. The free-stream (inlet) velocity U ∞ has been selected to obtain the intended value of the Reynolds number for an airfoil of chord length C. The two-dimensional symmetric NACA0012 airfoil plunges vertically around the mid-plane of the domain and its motion is described in time t by the following expression:
where the y-direction is perpendicular to the undisturbed stream, k stands for the reduced frequency, and h denotes the amplitude of the plunging motion. In Eq. (3.1) all quantities have been made nondimensional using C and U ∞ as length and velocity scales, respectively. The amplitude of the plunging motion has been kept fixed as h=0.12, whereas two distinct values of the reduced frequency, namely k=4 and 8, were chosen to generate the shedding of vortical structures exhibiting different characteristics. For additional information regarding this flow problem, the reader is invited to numerical and experimental studies published in the literature [26, 37, 39, 40] . In the previous section, the superiority of the QCG algorithm with respect to classic linked-list was demonstrated, for calculations employing a moderate number of particles. Here, the focus is on the assessment of the performance of QCG for a complex flow problem involving a moving body. Details of the test cases considered, and the corresponding average number of particles present in the computational domain, are given in Table 3 . The local refinement used for each of these cases is similar to that used in the flow problem previously considered, though enlarged to better capture vortex shedding phenomena from the body. In case Q only, this refinement scheme is coupled to a dynamic, vorticity-based splitting. Following the adaptive scheme described by Khorasanizade and Sousa [4] , particles with absolute non-dimensional vorticity value above 25 are broken into four daughter particles. This would increase the resolution for the regions attached to the surface as well as at the center of the vortices. Table 3 demonstrates the ability of SPH to predict the averaged drag coefficient with fair accuracy, and minor discrepancies may be due to the long transients reported by Yucel et al. [37] . A negative value of the drag coefficient indicates generation of thrust. As expected, increasing the particle resolution around the moving airfoil improved numerical accuracy. Particle distribution and the effect of resolution on the flow structures are depicted in Fig. 14 . Lagrangian Coherent Structures (LCS) have been calculated for the adaptive particle arrangement using the method introduced by Khorasanizade and Sousa [26] . It can be seen that, by increasing the particle resolution from C/160 to C/320 Table 3 . Results of the circular cylinder are taken from Figure 12 . For each test case, the solid lines indicate time, whereas the dotted lines depict the amount of memory used by the process at each iteration.
employing the dynamic refinement procedure, a better definition of the edges of the LCS is achieved, which is in-line with the data presented in Table 3 . The complexity of the particle arrangement, yielding larger ratios between the various mass level , increases the load on NNPS algorithms. The average time required to conduct a NNPS and the amount of memory in use per iteration for the test cases of Table 3 are plotted in Fig. 15 . For a better understanding, the results presented earlier in Fig. 12 are shown again. The amount of memory required for the test cases encompassing a plunging airfoil increases with the number of particles without a defined trend. The large ratio between the number of particles existing in each mass level is responsible for the sudden change observed between Q and R, despite max level = 7 remaining the same in both cases. In addition, the average time for case N (plunging airfoil) is almost one order of magnitude larger than that of case M (circular cylinder). This is mainly due to the use of larger splitting zones (as mentioned earlier), so that the vortical structures shed from the moving body could be resolved with a higher accuracy. Naturally, this implies an additional load on any neighbor search procedure. As QCG is also a NNPS algorithm, one can only expect that its performance depends on the particle splitting strategy. However, once a strategy for that purpose has been selected, the computational cost still scales linearly with the total number of particles, as illustrated in Fig. 15 for both the circular cylinder and the plunging airfoil problems.
Conclusions
An improved and optimized linked-list based NNPS algorithm coined Quadtree Cells Grid (QCG) has been introduced for use in adaptive SPH simulations. This algorithm couples the simplicity and efficiency of linked-list search with a hierarchical structure of cells akin to quadtrees in 2D problems. SPH particles are placed in each cell based on their mass level and the corresponding level that each cell may contain. The mass of the coarsest particle is used as a reference to define the mass levels. As the SPH particles are split into smaller ones, their associated mass level is increased and cells are tagged to be split as well if they contain a particle characterized by a higher mass level. Subsequently, these marked entities produce smaller daughter cells containing those smaller particles, and the linked-list grid structure is updated. The neighbor cells list of each cell is constructed based on the cells in the vicinity of their parent, as the cells are split in desired regions. This algorithm has been tested on various solutions of a fluid flow problem employing multiple levels of particle mass.
The first problem chosen to illustrate the capabilities of the QCG algorithm was the two-dimensional flow over a circular obstacle of diameter D placed in a free-stream at Re = 20. Several SPH simulations were carried out in a computational domain of size 20D×20D. Owing to the high computational cost, uniform resolution calculations using the classical linked-list algorithm have been conducted up to a particle spacing of D/20 only. The advantages of using the QCG algorithm were demonstrated in adaptive SPH simulations with a base resolution of D/5 and a finest particle resolution of D/80 in the vicinity of the body. Convergence of integral and local flow results to benchmark data was verified. It was concluded that the proposed algorithm reaches the peak of its performance as the number of mass levels increases. In the most refined adaptive simulation considered, corresponding to 5 coexisting mass levels, the QCG algorithm allowed for a reduction in total computational cost by a factor of 2.73, when compared to the traditional linked-list algorithm. However, if only the computational effort required by the NNPS is accounted for, speedups up to 25.4 were obtained as the goal of retrieving the order O(N) with the proposed algorithm was achieved.
A second problem, described by the flow generated by a vertically plunging NACA0012 airfoil in a freestream with Re = 252 was studied as well. A larger domain of 30C×20C was chosen to reduce the effect of the boundaries on the results. The plunging motion of the studied airfoil was characterized by a non-dimensional amplitude h = 0.12 and reduced frequencies k = 4 and 8. A total number of particles as large as 136,000 was used in the most refined case, with a maximum number of coexisting mass levels of 7. Due to the complexity of the flow and particle arrangement, the neighbor finding for this flow problem required significantly higher computational times. However, the order O(N) of the QCG algorithm was again achieved.
Altogether these results provided firm support to the conclusion that the QCG algorithm is computationally efficient. One should emphasize that, due to the necessary POINTERs and structures used in the implementation, the QCG algorithm shows higher values of memory use with respect to the traditional linked-list. Finally, it must be noted that although the present test simulations were two-dimensional only, the algorithm has been designed irrespectively of the dimensions of the system.
